
We can help you create a sustainable, integrated plan to address key production challenges standing
between you and the animal health and performance your operation needs to achieve to help feed
our growing world. 

At DPI GLOBAL, We Care   and We Commit to enhancing future food security.  We believe
creating this sustainability trifecta in animal agriculture is the path to prosperity. We are
steadfast in our ongoing commitment to help livestock producers, like you, in the collective
mission to feed our growing world. Together, we aim to sustain. 

Consistently Produce More High-Quality Animal Protein
Animal production is a highly complex environment. To consistently produce more high-quality
animal protein, you make hundreds of decisions every day to address a variety of production
challenges. How you try to improve animal performance matters and you know the decisions
you make could yield significantly different results. The solutions you select need to be
research-proven and shown to deliver a positive animal (and business) impact.

Our collective challenge in animal agriculture is real. Global food production must double by
2050 using the same amount of available land*. But how do we achieve feeding a world with
10 billion people*, in a sustainable way? A way that is good for animals, people, and the
environment.
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*Ranganathan, J. et al. 2018. How to sustainably feed 10 billion people by 2050, in 21 charts. World Resources Institute. 



Our all-natural, sustainable, and research-proven livestock solutions can help you create a safer
environment for caregivers and animals, improve water quality, and lower odor emissions, providing
cleaner air for humans and animals to breathe.

You care about the way you manage your business. You want solutions that are sustainable for
human and animal well-being, the environment – and the health of your business. We know all
these factors matter to you, and at DPI GLOBAL, we believe you should not have to choose just
one or two. We Care   and We Commit to the well-being of every animal and person that our
DPI GLOBAL team touches.

Making A Climate Positive Impact

Do you need help optimizing animal health and performance in your 
flock or herd more sustainably? We help livestock customers, like you,
feed our growing world in a sustainable, climate-positive way.  

We have 55+ years of experience developing and researching all-natural,
sustainable feed ingredients. Our innovative solutions are also backed by
numerous quality certifications and programs, giving you peace of mind. 
Contact us today.

By working together, all of us in animal agriculture can realize the goal of doubling global food
production by 2050. And we can do this in a sustainable way that makes a climate-positive
impact. As we aim to sustain, at DPI GLOBAL, we believe it is time to elevate our expectations.
We commit to moving past the goal of simply achieving climate neutrality. It is time to do more!
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Enriching People’s Lives

Our all-natural, sustainable solutions can help your operation make a climate-positive impact by
optimizing water quality, applying fewer heavy metals to your land, and increasing the fertilizer
value of manure. 

How DPI GLOBAL Can Help Your Livestock Operation

DPI GLOBAL
17656 Ave. 168

Porterville, CA. 93257

Domestic: (800) 654-3693
Int’l: +1 (559) 781-0297

www.dpiglobal.com 
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